The wide-scale deployments and interconnections of massive diverse sensors in Internet of Things (IoT) enable the mapping of multimedia entity state data from the physical world into the cyberspace. Sensor search technologies further facilitate the access to multimedia entity state data. However, existing sensor search mechanisms overlook the search requirements for historical state information on entities. Besides, previous current state based sensor search mechanisms realize the low-cost sensor search through predicting the sensor current state based on shallow learning theory, which leads to limited prediction accuracy and higher communication overhead. Aiming at these shortages, an efficient dual-mode sensor search mechanism is firstly designed, including the current state based and historical state based search methods, to fulfill the search needs for current and historical state information on entities. Then based on deep learning theory, a high-accuracy data prediction method towards sensor current state is presented to improve the insufficient accuracy of existing prediction methods. Moreover, a lightweight data representation method is devised to fit the sensor historical state, thereby accomplishing space-saving and low computational overhead historical state based sensor search. Simulation results show that the proposed sensor search mechanism combined with the designed prediction method and approximate representation method can effectively enhance the communication overhead, recall ratio and precision ratio performances.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, extensive deployments of diverse sensing devices and interconnections between massive embedded sensors [1] have promoted the globalization of IoT [2] , [3] . With the gradual deepening of IoT applications, massive sensors generate huge amounts of multimedia entity state data, thus how to effectively organize and manage these magnanimous multimedia data for satisfying users' demands for real-time, effective, and reliable entity state information acquisition faces great challenges [4] - [6] , which drives the emergence The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Dalei Wu . of IoT sensor search technologies [7] . IoT sensor search technologies efficiently acquire the entity (like physical object, or even human beings) information, orderly organize and store the acquired information for facilitating users' search needs.
The mainstream search form is searching for appropriate entities via their associated sensors when the specific state of desired entities is submitted by the user. For instance, a user may search for nearby and quiet restaurants right now. The search contents include both the static attributes (like restaurant) and the spatiotemporal state information of physical entity (like right now, nearby, and quiet). The search targets of traditional Internet search engine are virtual resources in cyberspace [8] - [12] , rather than physical entities with timevarying state, which fails to present the real-time entity state information to the user.
Recent relevant research, like MAX [13] , Microsearch [14] , and Snoogle [15] , drew on the idea of traditional Internet search engine that pre-stored the static keyword index information about the observed entity in the sensor, which perform an ergodic search for match sensors with dynamically varying state at the cost of large communication overhead. Aiming at addressing this issue, several search mechanisms with sensor state prediction methods were proposed in literature [16] - [23] , where candidate entities were preliminarily chosen by predicting the current positions or observation content state of sensors in advance, and then the search system verified the actual state of candidates by accessing their associated sensors to find match entities. Thus only a fraction of sensors need to be accessed, so as to greatly reduce the communication overhead caused by existing ergodic search methods.
However, most existing sensor state prediction methods are based on shallow learning theory whose prediction accuracy is rather limited, resulting in relatively larger communication overhead. Moreover, previous search mechanisms ignore the search requirements for historical state of sensors. Therefore, a state-based dual-mode sensor search mechanism is proposed in this paper. The main contributions of this research are listed as follows.
i) A dual-mode sensor search mechanism is designed. An IoT sensor search system model is presented in which the function of each module is defined. Then the current state based sensor search method (CSSM) is proposed which presents the flow and sequence of interactions between system modules for achieving low communication overhead sensor search. Moreover, the historical state based sensor search method (HSSM) is designed, which develops the search processes collaborated between system modules for meeting the search requirements to historical entity state information with low storage and computational overhead. ii) A high-accuracy current state prediction method is proposed. A prediction model of sensor state is constructed based on deep belief network theory and then the contrast divergence algorithm is adopted to train the prediction model. At last, the network structure parameters of prediction model are optimized by utilizing the particle swarm algorithm. From this, the sensor current state will be precisely predicted for avoiding the insufficient accuracy of shallow learning based prediction methods. iii) A lightweight historical state approximate representation method is presented. Based on the SAX algorithm, we first discretize the original sensor historical state data and then symbolize these discretized historical state data. Ultimately, the enormous historical sensor state is precisely represented by a tiny number of characters, thereby accomplishing high compression ratio and low computational overhead approximate representation, so as to effectively alleviate the storage and search issues on massive amount of historical sensor state data.
The remaining parts are organized as follows. Section II outlines the related research. Section III designs the dualmode sensor search mechanism. Section IV presents the high-accuracy current state prediction method. Section V proposes the lightweight historical state approximate representation method. Section VI validates the proposed methods. Section VII finally concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
At present, several search prototype systems have been designed based on the idea of traditional Internet search engines. MAX [13] , Microsearch [14] , Snoogle [15] prestored the static keyword description information about the observed physical entities in their associated sensors, and then performed the search tasks according to the usersubmitted keywords by traversing all the sensors to search for targets that met the keyword constraints. However, the dynamic sensor state cannot be searched by these prototype systems. Besides, the traversal search mode has brought huge communication cost to the search system. To achieve low overhead search for dynamic locations of large-scale sensors, Mietz and Römer [16] , developed the ECSS search system which built the prediction model of sensor location based on Bayesian Network theory to estimate the matching probability of the current sensor location with the requested location state, and then performed the sensor search process according to the matching probabilities of sensors. Shen et al. [17] , proposed a user-center search system, SCPS, which predicted the locations of entities by exploring the social relationships between users with mobile sensors to search for entities that met the location requirements. Obviously, sensors with time-varying location state can be searched at the cost of low communication overhead by predicting the sensor location state. However, these above search systems only support the search for sensor locations and fail to support the observation content state based sensor search.
There are plentiful kinds of sensors deployed in IoT, which observe the physical entity state all the time. Therefore, the sensor observation content state based sensor search is one of the most extensive and core search forms in IoT [18] . Existing related research can be roughly divided into two categories. The first category is the qualitative state based sensor search, such as looking for quiet restaurant nearby, finding tourist attractions with comfortable weather. The second one is the quantitative state based sensor search. As sensor measurements always slightly and rapidly fluctuate over time, searching for sensors based on a specific quantitative state value is of limited benefit. Thus the second category generally concentrates on locating match sensors according to a specific quantitative state value range, such as seeking for the meeting room whose temperature observation is within the range [18 • C, 21 • C] (that is favorable for brainstorm) in the office building. The first category assumes that the sensor output is the qualitative state deduced by integrating raw sensor observation with subjective knowledge of the user (like quiet environment, comfortable weather). However, it puts great pressure on the fusion and processing capability of sensor. Besides, due to the diversity of users subjective cognitions, it is extremely difficult to form a universal standard for defining the qualitative state of sensors. For the second category, the output is raw quantitative value, which brings no fusing and computing cost to the sensor. The search results are independent of subjective cognition and can be further used for secondary developments by users or third-party companies.
Ding et al. [19] , pointed out that the majority of sensor output was quantitative state in the IoT application scenarios. Therefore, how to efficiently search for interested sensors according to the quantitative state is the key to strengthen the thorough applications of IoT sensor search. For realizing this vision, CSS was designed in literature [20] , based on the Fuzzy Set theory where a lightweight sensor state prediction model was constructed by CSS to estimate the matching probability between the sensor current state and the search demand, and then the search results were returned in descending order of matching probabilities. In our previous work [21] , based on the Grey System model, we proposed the sensor quantitative state prediction method, MSE, towards quantitative state based sensor search in IoT. Then in literature [22] , [23] we further presented high-accuracy sensor quantitative state prediction method, MPM, which explored the change trend of sensor quantitative state by mining the time correlations between historical quantitative state data, thereby accurately predicting the sensor current quantitative state. Based on this, the current quantitative state based sensor search is performed, which largely reduce the communication overhead of sensor search process. However, all of the above methods adopt shallow learning models, thus their abilities to perceive the dynamic evolution trend of sensor quantitative state is very limited, so that the prediction accuracy of sensor quantitative state is rather insufficient, which further leads to relatively higher communication overhead. Moreover, the above mentioned research overlooks users search requirements for the sensor historical quantitative state which the user may utilize to perform historical data analysis tasks for making commercial or industrial decisions. Our previous work [23] proposed the segmented least squares polynomial approximating method, SLSPA, to approximately fit the original sensor data. The sensor only needed to upload the fitting polynomial, including a few polynomial coefficients and one constant term, rather than the original data series to the gateway, so as to largely reduce the data transmission energy consumptions. However, SLSPA still has relatively lower compression ratio and higher computational complexity, which is inapplicable to sensor search scenes that need to store large volume of sensor historical state data and rapidly compress and decompress the stored data. The research on high-efficiency and low storage overhead sensor search method based on specified historical quantitative state is severely absent.
Targeting at those above problems, we concentrate on the quantitative state based sensor search issue and propose the SDU: State-based dual-mode sensor search mechanism with data processing methods to enhance the search performances of existing sensor search mechanisms.
III. DUAL-MODE SENSOR SEARCH MECHANISM
Traditional Internet search methods mainly aim at searching for static virtual resource, and fail to discover physical world entity whose state is time-varying. Besides, users have essential needs to acquire both the current state and historical state information of entities. Therefore, a IoT dual-mode sensor search mechanism, including the current state based and historical state based sensor search methods, are designed in this part.
As shown in figure 1 , the search system model consists of numerous clients, global server, local servers, IoT gateways, and massive sensors. A user can initiate a search request via the client. The global server responds to the search request and issues it to an appropriate IoT gateway, according to the specific information included in the search request. The IoT gateway is responsible for managing the sensor networks, collecting the sensor state data, and estimating the sensor state by adopting the prediction method proposed in section IV. The local server precisely fits the historical sensor state by utilizing the approximate representation method presented in section V and stores both the predicted sensor state and approximated historical sensor state data. The sensor is associated with the entity and periodically observes and reports its state.
A. CURRENT STATE BASED SENSOR SEARCH
When performing current state based sensor search, existing search methods need to access each sensor to find matching targets, resulting in huge communication overhead. To solve this problem, CSSM searches for match sensors based on the predicted sensor state, as shown in figure 2, which is divided into the offline predicting (OP) stage and online searching (OS) stage. i) Offline predicting a) The sensor periodically observes and then reports the entity state to IoT gateway. b) After the IoT gateway receives the reported sensor state, it adopts the sensor state prediction method (after being trained and optimized) to estimate the short-term state for each sensor and stores the predicted sensor state in the local server to prepare for the upcoming sensor search command. ii) Online searching a) The user initiates a CSSM request via a client, including the desired number of sensors and their specific state. b) The global server issues the search request to corresponding IoT gateways according to the search contents. c) The IoT gateway accesses the local server, checks the current predicted state of all sensors, and sends candidate sensors whose current predicted state matches with search needs to the global server, combining with their current predicted state. d) The global server further chooses a certain number of sensors from candidate sensors reported by multiple gateways on account of their predicted state and sends the verification command to corresponding IoT gateways. e) The IoT gateway accesses selected sensors and verifies their current actual state to find match ones. The verification process continues until the number of match sensors that have been verified meets the user-specified quantity requirements. Then, the verified search results will be sent to the global server via the IoT gateway. f) The global server returns the verified search results to the client to terminate the CSSM search task.
B. HISTORICAL STATE BASED SENSOR SEARCH
The user has the requirement to query the historical state of sensor, but storing all the historical state of each sensor will cost tremendous storage resources of search system. Aiming at this problem, HSSM is designed in this subsection, including the offline compressing (OC) stage and online searching (OS) stage, as depicted in figure 3. i) Offline compressing a) The IoT gateway stores the original sensor state periodically collected by the sensor into the local server. b) The local server adopts the approximate representation method to approximatively fit the original historical state data, which will be replaced with the approximated state data in the local server. Since the OP stage of CSSM needs to utilize the original historical state data to train the prediction model for predicting the sensor state, thus we perform the approximate representation process right after completing the OP stage. ii) Online searching a) The user submits a HSSM request via the client. b) The global server responds to the HSSM request and sends it to proper IoT gateways based on search contents. c) The IoT gateway accesses its associated local server to search for matching sensors. d) The local server decompresses the approximated historical sensor state for choosing match sensors, and then returns match sensors to the IoT gateway. e) The gateway reports match sensors to the global server which will further aggregate match sensors submitted by multiple gateways and finally return search results to the user for finishing the HSSM search task.
IV. HIGH-ACCURACY CURRENT STATE PREDICTION METHOD
As mentioned above, the sensor current state prediction method is the core of CSSM. Existing related methods predict the sensor current state based on shallow learning theory, thus the prediction accuracy is relatively limited, which brings large communication overhead to the search system. Therefore, a high-accuracy current state prediction method (HCPM) is proposed in this section. By constructing the deep network model of sensor state, the dynamic evolution characteristics of sensor state can be precisely acquired, and then the sensor current state will be accurately predicted, so that the low-overhead current state based sensor search can be accordingly realized.
A. MODEL BUILDING
Based on the DBN theory [24] , HCPM builds a deep network model of sensor state with multiple Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBM) [25] cascading, which consists of visible layer, hidden layer, and output layer, as shown in figure 4 . A single RBM includes two neuron layers, visible layer v and hidden layer h, where v i is the ith neuron in the visible layer and h j is the jth neuron of hidden layer. Visible layer v is used for inputting the sensor state sequence
where τ is the sampling interval, n is the number of visible layer neurons and is also the number of historical sensor state data required for state prediction. x (t − iτ ) is the sensor state observation value at time t − iτ . The hidden layer h is considered as a feature extractor of sensor state sequence. Neurons between different layers are fully connected and neurons within the same layer are connectionless.
Assume that the state vector of neurons in the visible layer is v = [v 1 , v 2 , · · · , v n ], and the hidden layer neuron state vector is h = [h 1 , h 2 , · · · , h m ] where m is the number of hidden layer neurons. For a given state combination (v, h), the energy included by the RBM system is
where θ= {a, b, w} is the variate set in the RBM system, a i ∈ a denotes the bias of visible layer neuron, b j ∈ b represents the bias of hidden layer neuron, and w ij ∈ w is the weight between visible layer neuron i and hidden layer neuron j. When parameters in θ are given, the joint probability distribution of (v, h) is defined as
The key to predict sensor state is solving the probability distribution P (v|θ) of sensor state sequence
Existing research works have proven that the computational complexity of solving normalized factor Z (θ) is extraordinarily high, thus it is infeasible to solve P (v|θ) by directly calculating Z (θ). However, since neurons in RBM are fully connected between different layers and have no connections within the same layer, given the state of visible layer neurons, the active state of hidden layer neurons is conditionally independent, which means when the state vector of visible layer neurons v is known, the active probability of the jth hidden layer neuron can be deduced as
Due to the symmetrical property of RBM, given the state vector of hidden layer neurons h, the active state of visible layer neurons is also conditionally independent, thus the active probability of the ith visible layer neuron is calculated by
From above descriptions, the probability distribution of sensor state sequence P (v|θ) can be solved. Take the historical sensor state sequence x (t − τ ) , x (t − 2τ ) , · · · , x (t − nτ ) as the input of visible layer neurons in RBM 1, and then reconstruct the input state data. Consider the output of hidden layer neurons in RBM 1 as the input of visible layer neurons in RBM 2. Continue performing this calculation process until the hidden layer in RBM l outputs the predicted sensor state at time t, that is x (t). However, the above calculation process assumes that θ is given in advance, which is unrealistic, because θ cannot be acquired beforehand. Therefore, parameters a, b, and w in θ need to be solved to deduce P (v|θ ).
B. MODEL TRAINING
In this subsection, we adopt Contrastive Divergence (CD) [26] algorithm to solve RBM parameter set θ. Each RBM is trained successively by inputting the historical sensor state sequence x (t − τ ) , x (t − 2τ ) , · · · , x (t − nτ ) to obtain the optimal parameter value of θ and realize the reconstruction of imported sensor state.
Generally, the optimal parameter set θ * can be derived through maximizing the log-likelihood function of sensor state (θ) reconstructed by RBM as
where (θ) is defined by equation (8).
Assuming ϕ to be any parameter in θ, then we compute the partial derivative of (θ) for ϕ as
where • P(•) signifies the expectation of • with respect to the probability distribution P (•). As solving normalization factor Z (θ) is impracticable, partial derivative ∂ (θ) ∂ϕ cannot be calculated directly, further implying that θ * is unable to be solved via adopting classical stochastic gradient ascending algorithm. Therefore, we utilize the CD algorithm to iteratively learn θ * . Continuously import the historical sensor state into the visible layer neurons, and then reconstruct these input data based on formula (5) and (6) . Moreover, iteratively update parameters in θ for minimizing reconstruction errors until RBM reaches the convergence condition. Then we can obtain the optimal solution of θ, θ * . Parameters in θ are updated by
where ε is the learning rate, • AC represents the probability distribution of actual sensor state, while • RC denotes the probability distribution of sensor state after being one-step reconstructed by RBM.The pseudo-code for solving θ is as shown in Table 1 . The RBMs are trained successively to obtain the optimal parameter setting of θ, θ * . Then we build a multi-layer neural network which is consistent with the DBN model designed above and assign θ * to the multi-layer neural network as the initial values of its network parameters. The sensor state matrix X (in equation 13) is imported into the multilayer neural network, and then the output, predicted sensor state matrixŶ = x (n + 1)x (n + 2) · · ·x (N tr ) T , can be obtained via the feedforward of neural network. Comparinĝ Y with the actual sensor state matrix Y (in equation 13), we can get the prediction errors of the multi-layer neural network. Further iteratively fine-tune the weights of multilayer neural network to minimize the prediction errors by using the back propagation (BP) algorithm [27] until BP algorithm converges.
where N tr is the number of sensor state data used for model training.
Since the proposed prediction method is based on DBN model, the settings of network structure parameters, such as the number of visible layer neurons n, the number of hidden layer neurons m, and learning rate ε, directly affect the prediction accuracy of HCPM. Thus network structure parameters, n, m, and ε, need to be optimized to maximize the prediction accuracy.
C. MODEL OPTIMIZING
In this subsection, based on Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm [28] , the network parameters of DBN model are optimized to achieve high precision prediction of sensor state. PSO algorithm originates from the study on biological population characteristics and seeks the optimal solution via information sharing among individuals, which owns the advantages of tending to realize, few parameters, and fast converging to the optimal solution.
It is assumed that in a three-dimension search space (n, m, ε), which is composed of the number of visible layer neurons n, the number of hidden layer neurons m, and learning rate ε, a particle group P = (P 1 , P 2 , · · · , P M ) that consists of M particles is initially generated where the position of the ith particle P i = (P i1 , P i2 , P i3 ) represents the ith parameter optimization scheme of prediction model. P i1 , P i2 , and P i3 respectively denotes n, m, and ε.
) is the rate that particle i converges to the optimal solution. The optimal position of particle i, L i = (L i1 , L i2 , L i3 ), represents the optimal parameter optimization scheme among these schemes that have been adopted by particle i itself so far, that is, the local optimal scheme. The optimal position of all particles, G = (G 1 , G 2 , G 3 ), is the optimal scheme among those parameter optimization schemes that have been adopted by all particles, namely the global optimal scheme.
Denote f (P i ) as the fitness function of particle i at the position P i which represents the sum of squared errors between the predicted state value and the actual state value, as defined in equation (14) . When seeking for the optimal parameter setting of prediction model, the position and search speed of each particle need to be dynamically updated by
where k is the number of iterations of PSO algorithm and d, 1 ≤ d ≤ 3, represents the dth dimension of search space (n, m, ε). c 1 and c 2 , c 1 , c 2 ∈ R + , are both learning factors, which are respectively used to accelerate the convergence of model to the local optimal scheme of particle i and the global optimal scheme of all particles. ξ, η ∈ µ [0, 1] are pseudorandom numbers uniformly distributed within [0, 1].
The model optimizing process is presented as shown in Table 2 .
Step 1: Respectively set the number of particles and the maximum number of iterations as M and k max .
Step 2: Initialize the network structure parameter P k i and search speed V i k , k = 0, of each particle. Step 3: Calculate fitness function f P k i of each particle under the condition of current network structure parameter in the kth iteration according to equation (14) , and then determine the local optimal scheme of each particle in the kth iteration L k i and the global optimal scheme of particle group G k . Step 4: Update optimization scheme P k+1 i , search speed V k+1 i (k ← k + 1), of each particle based on equation (15) and (16) .
Step 5: If k = k max , the algorithm ends. Otherwise, return to step 3 and continue performing the optimizing algorithm.
After choosing the optimal network structure parameter (n, m, ε) determined by PSO, we adopt the above training method to fine-tune the prediction model, and then the current sensor state can be predicted. Thus only a fraction of sensors whose predicted state matches with the search needs should be accessed when preforming the current based sensor search.
V. LIGHTWEIGHT HISTORICAL STATE APPROXIMATE REPRESENTATION METHOD
Caching every historical state data of all sensors definitely cost tremendous storage resources. Therefore, it is necessary to study the effective approximate representation method to support the historical state based sensor search while saving the storage space of search system.
In this part, we propose the lightweight historical state approximate representation method (LHAR) based on the SAX algorithm [29] . Assuming that the search system has stored historical state sequence H = {H 1 , H 2 , · · · , H K } of sensor x with length K , then the PAA algorithm [30] is first used to reduce the dimension of H. It initially divides H into W frames with equal length, and then takes the mean value of historical state data contained in each frame to represent all the state value in the frame. In this way, historical state sequence H with length K can be converted to sequencē H = H 1 ,H 2 , · · · ,H W with length W (W << K ), where the ith elementH i of sequenceH is calculated bȳ
After that, continue to discretizeH and denote the breakpoint set as B = {β 1 , β 2 , · · · , β s−1 }, which equally divide the historical state observation range [x Min , x Max ] into s intervals where x Min is the minimum and x Max is the maximum. The breakpoint β i is defined as
We further symbolize discretizedH asĤ = Ĥ 1 ,Ĥ 2 , · · · ,Ĥ W and define the symbol set as α = {∂ 1 , ∂ 2 , · · · , ∂ s } where ∂ 1 = a, ∂ 2 = b, · · · . Then the ith elementĤ i inĤ iŝ
Through the above transformations, sensor historical state sequence H = {H 1 , H 2 , · · · , H K } with length K can be represented by a character sequenceĤ = Ĥ 1 ,Ĥ 2 , · · · ,Ĥ W of length W (W << K ). Therefore, we can replace the sensor historical state data that requires a large amount of storage space with a small number of space-saving characters, thereby largely saving storage space of search system. When executing the HSSM task, the local server only needs to check the characters of all sensors at the historical moment being searched and convert them to specific numerical intervals for finding match sensors. The principle of LHAR is depicted in figure 5 .
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this part, we use the IntelLab dataset [31] which contains the temperature and humidity data collected by 52 sensors to verify the performances of proposed methods. The form of sensor search request is defined as Table 3 . All simulation results are the mean of 50 runs.
A. VERIFICATIONS OF PREDICTION METHODS
We verify the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) performances of both the model optimizing method of HCPM and the prediction accuracy of HCPM in this subsection, which is defined as wherex (t) and x (t) respectively denotes the predicted sensor state and the actual state at time t.
1) COMPARISONS ABOUT OPTIMIZING METHODS
The MAPEs of the stochastically optimizing method (HCPM_Random), the ant colony optimizing method [32] (HCPM_ACO), and the proposed method (HCPM_PSO) are validated here. HCPM_Random randomly sets the parameter values in (n, m, ε). HCPM_ACO achieves that by adopting ant colony optimization method. Simulation results are as shown below. The single-step prediction MAPEs are shown in figure 6 . It can be seen from figure 6 that the MAPEs of HCPM_ACO and HCPM_PSO are relatively stable, while the MAPEs of HCPM_Random drastically fluctuate. This is because HCPM_Random randomly chooses the model parameter values of HCPM, while HCPM is based on DBN theory which is sensitive to the model parameter settings. Thus, the stochastic optimization of HCPM_Random causes the prediction accuracy of HCPM unstable. However, both of HCPM_ACO and HCPM_PSO set the model parameter values utilizing the iterative optimization algorithm. Therefore, the prediction accuracy of HCPM_ACO and HCPM_PSO remains stable. We also see that compared with HCPM_Random and HCPM_ACO, HCPM_PSO has the lowest MAPEs, which indicates HCPM_PSO owns the best single-step prediction performance.
The multi-step prediction MAPEs are depicted in figure 7 , which shows upward trends with the increase of predictive step. This is because the multi-step prediction process makes the prediction errors gradually accumulate, which further results in the falling of prediction accuracy. Moreover, as HCPM_Random randomly configures the values of model parameters, its MAPEs present an overall upward trend accompanied by slight fluctuations. We also observe that compared with HCPM_ACO and HCPM_Random, HCPM_PSO can obtain the best multi-step prediction performance.
HCPM is based on the DBN model which is subject to the setting of network model parameters. Since HCPM_Random stochastically sets the model parameters, it is difficult for HCPM_Random to maintain stable prediction accuracy. The PSO algorithm adopted by HCPM_PSO has strong robustness, scalability and parallelism. Besides, HCPM_PSO possesses memory information sharing function and is capable of realizing group collaborative search for optimal parameter optimization scheme in comparison with the ACO algorithm utilized by HCPM_ACO, thus HCPM_PSO can fast converge to the optimal parameter optimization scheme. Therefore, HCPM_PSO obtains the best and most stable prediction accuracy performances than the other two methods.
2) VALIDATIONS ON PREDICTION METHODS
The prediction performances of proposed HCPM are verified here by being compared with the typical MPM [23] and MSE [21] methods which are based on the shallow learning theory. Simulation results are shown below.
In figure 8 , we see that the fluctuation margins of singlestep prediction MAPEs of these three methods are limited, indicating that all these three prediction methods have excellent stability. It is because they predict sensor state by exploring the temporal correlations between historical state data and perceiving the state evolution characteristics of each sensor. Although the single-step prediction accuracy of the three for each sensor is slightly different, the overall differences are relatively small. It can also be found that the single-step prediction MAPEs of HCPM are slightly smaller than those of MPM and much smaller than those of MSE, showing that HCPM owns the best single-step prediction performance in comparison with MPM and MSE.
As shown in figure 9 , with the increase of predictive step, the MAPEs of all the three methods show gradual upward trends, indicating the prediction performances of the three slowly decrease with the increasing predictive step. That is because when performing multi-step prediction, we need to use the predicted state at the current time to predict the sensor state at the next moment, thereby causing the accumulation of prediction errors, which further results in the gradually increasing tendency of prediction errors. It can also be seen that the multi-step prediction MAPEs of HCPM are relatively smaller than MPM and far less than MSE, showing that HCPM has the best multi-step prediction ability.
The proposed HCPM is based on the DBN theory, which establishes the deep network model of sensor state to accurately perceive the evolution characteristics of sensor state, and then combines with the proposed model optimizing method to improve the parameter configuration of deep network model, thereby achieving high-accuracy sensor state prediction. However, MPM and MSE are all based on shallow learning theory, the time correlation characteristics contained in the sensor state data have not been deeply explored. Therefore, compared with MPM and MSE, HCPM can achieve the best single-step and multi-step prediction performances.
B. VALIDATION ON APPROXIMATE REPRESENTATION
In this subsection, we compare the approximate accuracy, compression ratio and computing time (CT) performances of LHAR with abovementioned SLSPA [23] . The approximate accuracy γ and compression ratio ρ are defined as below
wherex (t) is the approximated value of historical state data x (t), C o is the space required to store the original historical state data, and C a is the needed storage space after being approximated. The following validation results are the average of 52 nodes. From figure 10 , we see that as the number of segments increases, the approximate accuracy of LHAR and SLSPA gradually rises. The reason is that the approximate representation of historical state inevitably causes approximate errors, when increasing the number of segments, the amount of historical state data characterized by LHAR or represented by SLSPA in each segment decreases, thereby the approximate errors descend. From figure 10 , we also observe that the approximate accuracy of LHAR rises with the expansion of symbol set α. Because the expansion of α divides the sensor state data into growing ranges, the approximate accuracy of historical state data within each range is improved. With the increase of polynomial degree d, the approximate accuracy of SLSPA is gradually rising, because the increasing d enables SLSPA to adopt more complex curve to fit historical state data, thus approximate errors can be accordingly reduced. Generally, the approximate accuracy of SLSPA is higher than that of LHAR, but their approximate accuracy is much closer when α is large enough.
As presented in table 4, with the increasing number of segments, compression ratio ρ of both LHAR and SLSPA gradually decreases, but the computing time of the two slowly increases. This is due to that LHAR uses the character to represent the segment one-to-one, the increasing number of segments leads to the growing characters. SLSPA adopts the polynomial function, including several polynomial coefficients and a constant term, to represent each segment, so that SLSPA needs to use more polynomial coefficients and constant terms to approximately represent the data in each segment with the increasing number of segments. Therefore, according to equation (21), we deduce that the compression ratio decreases and computing time increases when enlarging the number of segments. In addition, as polynomial degree d increases, the compression ratio of SLSPA descends, because when d increases more polynomial coefficients are used by SLSPA and the amount of data for approximately representing is growing. Since the size of symbol set α of LHAR is only related to the range of divided historical state data and is independent of the number of segments, the growing of α has no effect on the compression ratio. From table 4 we also find that the compression ratio of LHAR is much higher than that of SLSPA, and its computing time is much less than that of SLSPA. Because LHAR only contains linear computation processes, whereas SLSPA needs to solve the least square problem. Therefore, the computational complexity of LHAR is much lower than that of SLSPA. In summary, LHAR achieves better compression ratio and computing time performances at the slight cost of approximate accuracy.
C. SIMULATIONS ON SENSOR SEARCH MECHANISM 1) PERFORMANCE VERIFICATION OF CSSM
In this subsection, we validate the proposed CSSM method by comparing with MPM-based search method and MSE-based search method. As mentioned above and in literature [21] - [23] , all the three search methods contain verification process, thus the search systems always return verified sensors that meet the search requirements. Then we can deduce that given the number of returned sensors R q , the efficiency of search mechanism is directly related to the number of sensors that need to be accessed for verification. Therefore, we define the communication overhead(CO) to evaluate the efficiency of search method as
where n a is the number of verified sensors. The smaller CO implies the higher efficiency of search method. From figure 11 , we see that as the query range grows, the CO of the three methods gradually declines, because they search for match sensors based on the predicted sensor state, while the prediction errors are inevitable, given the number of returned search results, the prediction errors directly affect the number of sensors that need to be accessed by the search method. The increasing query range lowers the precision requirements for the prediction method, and the impact of prediction errors on the number of verified sensors is falling. Therefore, according to equation (22) , the CO of the three methods constantly decreases. In figure 11 we also observe that compared with MPM_based and MSE_based search methods, CSSM can respectively reduce the CO by about 25.4% and 35.5% under different query ranges, because the prediction accuracy of HCPM is higher than that of MPM and MSE. CSSM will access less number of sensors to find enough match results than the other two.
As depicted in figure 12 , the CO of the three search methods remains stable over time, because their prediction accuracy is stable, thus the number of verified sensors does not fluctuate largely. From equation (22), we deduce that the CO maintains relatively stable trend. Moreover, CSSM can improve the CO performances by about 20.7% and 32.1% than MPM_based and MSE_based search methods, respectively. It is because the prediction errors of HCPM are the smallest, given the number of returned sensors, the number of verified sensors of CSSM is much less than the other two. Therefore, it can be deduced from equation (22) that the CO of CSSM is the lowest.
In figure 13 , we find that as the predictive step increases, the CO of the three search methods gradually grows, because the prediction errors rise with the growing predictive step, resulting in a slow decrease in the prediction accuracy. Therefore, in order to search for sufficient sensors, the search system needs to access more sensors, which further causes the growth of CO. We also observe that compared with MPM_based and MSE_based search methods, CSSM can enhance the CO by 14.6% and 21.7%, respectively. The reason is that the prediction errors of HCPM are smaller than MPM and MSE, thereby CSSM can search for enough targets by only accessing fewer sensors.
Based on the DBN theory, we design the HCPM method by constructing a deep network model to accurately sense the evolution trend of sensor state and then optimize the model of HCPM to precisely predict sensor state. On this basis, we design the CSSM method to perform low-cost sensor search, while MPM and MSE are based on shallow learning theory, the prediction accuracy of the two is limited, thus the corresponding search methods need to access more sensors to find enough match ones. Therefore, compared with MPM_based and MSE_based search methods, CSSM achieves the optimal performances under different query ranges, running time, and predictive steps.
2) PERFORMANCE VERIFICATION OF HSSM
In this subsection, we verify the LHAR based search method, HSSM_LHAR, and compare the recall ratio and precision ratio performances with the aforementioned SLSPA based search method, HSSM_SLSPA.
As exhibited in figure 14 and 15, the recall ratio and precision ratio of HSSM_LHAR and HSSM_SLSPA gradually rises with the enlarging query range, because the two search methods seek for match sensors according to the cached historical state values represented by LHAR and SLSPA. When the query range is relatively smaller, the search method is more sensitive to the approximate errors and potentially returns non-match sensors to the user. As the query range enlarges, the impact of approximate errors on the search results becomes smaller and then the search method can return more match sensors to the user. Therefore, the recall ratio and precision ratio of search methods gradually increases. From figure 14 and 15, we also find that the recall ratio and precision ratio of HSSM_SLSPA is slightly better than those of HSSM_LHAR, but when the query range is expanded to 7%, the recall ratio and precision ratio of the two is actually quite close. In summary, HSSM_LHAR obtains better computing time and compression ratio performances at the expense of limited recall ratio and precision ratio performances.
VII. CONCLUSION
In order to reduce the communication, storage and computation overhead of IoT search method and meet the current state and historical state based sensor search requirements, the SDU: State-based dual-mode sensor search mechanism with data processing methods is proposed. First, we design a dual-mode sensor search mechanism, including the current state and historical state based sensor search methods. Then a high-accuracy current state prediction method is presented to improve the prediction accuracy based on deep learning theory. Furthermore, a lightweight historical state approximate representation method is devised to realize high compression ratio and low computation overhead compression of historical state data. Finally, we adopt the real-world dataset to validate the proposed methods. Simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness of proposed methods. In this paper we assume an one-to-one association between the entity and sensor. However, with the large-scale deployments of sensing devices, multiple sensors will be associated with the same entity, thus we plan to study multi-sensor cooperative search technology in the future work.
